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Abstract—This paper presents an unsupervised approach to 

band selection in hyperspectral images that considers both 
spectral and spatial information in data dimensionality reduction. 
The approach exploits the concepts of superpixel and chunklets 
for identifying the spectral channels most suitable to be used in 
classification for discriminating land-cover classes. The 
segmented superpixels can be regarded as many small spectral 
homogeneous and spatial neighboring pixels chunklets. Based on 
the observation that the superpixels chunklets achieve high 
homogeneity and consistency within land-cover classes, a series of 
band criteria are identified by learning the optimal band 
transformation that results in low within class variability and high 
total variability. Then the learned band criteria, which are called 
band measures, are given in input to an efficient clustering 
algorithm, i.e., the affinity propagation, for selecting highly 
separable bands with low redundancy. The effectiveness of 
proposed approach was assessed on three hyperspectral datasets. 
The results point out the advantages of the proposed methods over 
five state-of-the-art unsupervised methods. 
 

Index Terms—Affinity propagation, band criterion, band 
selection, superpixel, hyperspectral images. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IGH dimensionality is the most significant characteristic 
of hyperspectral imagery (HSI). HSI can contain hundreds 

of narrow and continuous spectral channels with a very high 
spectral resolution spanning from visible to infrared region of 
the electromagnetic spectrum [1]. Therefore, they have very 
good potentialities for the identification of detailed land-cover 
classes. However, such adjacent spectral channels results in 
high redundancy and correlation among bands. Meanwhile, the  
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collection of a sufficient number of training samples is difficult 
compared with the large number of spectral bands and often 
leads to ill-conditioned problems (i.e., Hughes phenomenon, 
also known as curse of dimensionality) [2],[3]. This increases 
both the generalization error of automatic classifiers and the 
required computational complexity. Moreover, many 
hyperspectral systems acquire images that also have high 
spatial resolution, thus increasing the intraclass variability and 
decreasing interclass variability. This may lead to a reduction 
of statistical separation among different land-cover classes in 
the spectral domain [4]. The high intraclass variability makes 
the selection of representative training samples more difficult 
in many real applications. 
   To overcome the above issues, dimensionality reduction 
techniques are usually applied to HSI for removing redundancy, 
while retaining discriminant information in the feature space. 
Feature selection (FS) (also called band selection (BS) when 
only spectral bands are analyzed) techniques are commonly 
used for dimensionality reduction. Their goal is to identify a 
subset of the original spectral channels as small as possible, 
which allows optimization of the classification results [5],[6].  
    According to availability of prior information, BS techniques 
can be divided into three types: supervised, semi-supervised 
and unsupervised. Supervised methods [7]-[9] select a 
discriminative subset of bands by training models with a large 
number of representative labeled samples. However, 
land-cover class labels are difficult and expensive to obtain in 
many HSI applications. As a result, semi-supervised methods 
[10]-[12], which require a relatively small amounts of labeled 
data, have been recently applied to HSI analysis. Unsupervised 
methods [13]-[15] select features without any training sample 
or prior information. Despite their use is very attractive, it is 
challenging to define effective unsupervised BS methods. In 
this paper we focus on unsupervised band selection techniques. 
    Traditional unsupervised BS methods often select spectral 
bands in HSI according to a give criterion that ranks the spectral 
channels by considering either their amount of information or 
their degree of correlation (or both). Information divergence 
(ID) [16],[17] is a commonly used band prioritization criterion 
for measuring non-Gaussianity of bands [18],[19]. Pixels 
variability can be used for measuring the amount of information 
contained in spectral channels. Chang et al. [20] proposed a 
maximum-variance principal component analysis (MVPCA) 
criterion for band prioritization. In these methods, often the 
spectral correlation between bands is not considered, leading to 
the selection of bands containing similar information. In [20], 
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the divergence measure (DM) as a band decorrelation criterion 
was applied to remove redundant bands. Clustering-based BS 
methods focus on partitioning bands into similar groups based 
on their similarity or correlation, thus redundancy reduction can 
be obtained by selecting the centers of clusters as the 
representative bands. However, classical clustering methods, 
such as k-means, are sensitive to the initial conditions, i.e., the 
selected bands change depending on the particular initialization 
thus involving unstable results. 

Recently, some efficient clustering algorithms were used for 
HSI band selection. The most representative algorithm is the 
affinity propagation (AP) [21]. AP has shown its advantages 
over traditional methods in HSI band selection [22]. Su et al. 
[23] proposed an adaptive AP (AAP) algorithm for selecting a 
fixed number of bands. For evaluating the image quality, a 
complex wavelet structural similarity (CW-SSIM) index has 
been developed as the similarity criterion of AP [24]. The 
above AP-based methods can select relatively low redundant 
and stable bands with little processing time. However, since 
they assume the same prior suitability for all the bands, they do 
not consider the discriminative capability of each band. Jiao, et 
al. [25] proposed a semi-supervised AP method with improved 
band preference based on Entropy and mutual information (MI) 
for selecting highly discriminative and low redundant bands 
subset. Moreover, a few density-based ranking-clustering band 
selection methods have been presented, such as enhanced fast 
density-peak-based clustering (E-FDPC) [26] and band 
selection using density based spatial clustering for applications 
with noise (DBSCAN) [27]. These methods select informative 
bands by computing ranking score of each band and removing 
redundancy in the clustering process. Despite their advantages, 
unsupervised BS methods usually focus on selecting diverse 
and representative bands for classification. The lack of labeled 
data does not make it possible to evaluate the discriminative 
capability of bands with respect to actual land-cover classes. 

HSI represents real land surfaces that typically extend for 
few pixels in the image. Thus, nearby pixels in HSI have a high 
probability to belong to the same class, i.e., there is a high 
spatial correlation. The spatial information defined as spatial 
homogeneity has been exploited to improve the performance of 
BS. Zhu et al. [28] proposed a global unsupervised method 
based on structurally meaningful information for the measuring 
both band information and independence. In [29]-[31], 
hypergraph construction was introduced for semi-supervised 
band selection. Cao et al. [32] proposed a supervised band 
selection algorithm based on the local spatial information and a 
wrapper method. However, these related studies are mainly 
concentrated on the use of pixel-centered local or global fixed 
neighborhood systems, thus they cannot reflect complex spatial 
structure of HSI. Moreover, most of them relies on labeled data.  

Adjustment learning (AL) [33] is a new learning paradigm 
introduced for image retrieval. In the AL scheme, data points 
can be identified as small group sets, i.e., "chunklets" with 
equivalence constraints that are known to originate from the 
same class (but the label is unknown). A non-iterative and 
efficient metric learning method, called relevant component 
analysis (RCA), based on the AL was proposed in [34],[35]. 
The goal of RCA is to find a transformation that amplifies 
relevant variability and suppresses irrelevant variability with 

chunklets. The usefulness of RCA was demonstrated in metric 
learning [36] and representation learning [37]. In previous work, 
we introduced RCA into hyperspectral image BS and 
constructed a feature metric (FM) for assessing discrimination 
capability and spectral correlation associated with bands [38]. 
Chunklet groups spectrally close and spatially nearby pixels 
together with positive constraints. But the limitation of this 
method is that spectral and spatial information of HSI is not 
sufficiently utilized. Moreover, prior knowledge is required.  

Superpixel [39] is identified as a coherent and local grouping 
of pixels in regions, which can be generated by over-segment- 
ing of an image using a superpixel segmentation algorithm [40]. 
It can preserve most of the spatial structure information and 
align better with object edges than fixed image patches; 
moreover, it can reduce the complexity of subsequent image 
analysis tasks [41],[42]. Various superpixel segmentation 
algorithms have been proposed in the literatures [43]-[46]. 
These algorithms generate superpixels by varying parameters 
for capturing diverse visual contents of images. The size and 
shape of each superpixel can be adaptively adjusted according 
to local structures in most superpixel algorithms. Superpixels 
has been applied successfully to HSI classification [47]-[49], 
target [50], [51] and endmember detection [52] and image 
decomposition [53]. It has seldom used for dimensionality 
reduction in HSI [54],[55], especially for band selection. 

In this paper, an unsupervised band selection approach is 
proposed that consider both spectral and spatial information by 
using superpixels for an effective HSI classification. Firstly, 
many small spectral homogeneous and spatial neighboring 
pixels chunklets, termed as superpixel chunklets (SC), are 
constructed by using a superpixel segmentation algorithm. 
Based on the observation that generated SC achieve high 
homogeneity and consistency within land-cover classes, two 
bands criteria (BCs) are defined by learning the optimal 
transformation through the RCA. Then the learned BC are 
modeled to band measures (BM) and given as input to the AP 
algorithm. Finally, AP offers an efficient search strategy for 
selecting highly-discriminative and low-redundant band 
subsets. Experimental results obtained on three HSI data sets 
show the effectiveness of proposed band selection approach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed 
superpixel-based BS approach is presented in Section II, where 
the learning BC with SC, the introduced BM and the selection 
process in AP are given. Section III reports the design of the 
experimental phase and experimental results of the proposed 
BS approach and five unsupervised methods; then it provides a 
discussion of performance comparison with different BCs. 
Section V draws the conclusion of this work. 

II. PROPOSED SUPERPIXEL-BASED BAND SELECTION 

The proposed BS approach consists of three main parts: (i) a 
new spectral-spatial modeling of the information i.e., SC, is 
defined by a graph-based superpixels segmentation algorithm; 
(ii) two categories of BCs are defined by exploiting the optimal 
RCA with constructed SC; and (iii) a BM is developed based on 
the learned BC and given as input to AP for representative band 
subset selection. A detailed description of the three parts is 
given in the following subsections.  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Flowchart of the proposed superpixel-based band selection approach. 
 

A. Superpixel Chunklets 

    Traditional spatial information is extracted with fixed size or 
neighborhood windows. For HSI, a fixed window typically 
cannot meet the classification requirements due to the different 
sizes and complex shapes of ground objects throughout image. 
Therefore, in this paper, a new spectral-spatial structure, i.e., 
SC, is presented to improve the performance of band selection.  
    Superpixel algorithms can generally be categorized as graph- 
based and clustering-based on the basis of segmentation model 
adopted [41]. Two representative works of the two categories 
are entropy rate superpixels (ERS) [42] and simple linear 
iterative clustering (SLIC) [44], which are the most widely used 
superpixel segmentation algorithms in preprocessing or 
postprocessing of HSI. In ERS, the image is mapped to a graph 
in which each pixel is considered as a vertex and the pairwise 
similarities are defined as edge weights. The problem of 
superpixel segmentation is defined by a graph topology 
maximization with an objective function designed for getting 
compact and homogeneous superpixels with similar sizes. The 
SLIC can be considered as an adaptation of k-means for 

superpixel generation. It can obtain regular superpixels which 
adhere well and efficiently to boundaries. However, the SLIC 
cannot capture global image properties and results in 
undersegmentation errors [44] as they only consider the 
similarity of pixels. 
    Three desired properties of SC are considered in BS methods: 
1) Each SC should maintain homogeneity, i.e., overlap with 
only one ground object; 2) the shapes of SC should be relatively 
regular and compact; and 3) a number of SC as small as 
possible should be obtained satisfying the above desired 
properties. Therefore, ERS is adopted for SC construction in 
this paper. Let X = {x1, x2, …, xL} ⊂ N×L be an HSI data set, 
where xi= {xi1, xi2, …, xiN}, N is the number of pixel vectors 
present in the HSI, L is the number of spectral bands, and xi 

represents the ith band spectral responses. Let SC = {SC1, 
SC2,…SCk} be the SC set, ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2{ , , , }= 
k

k k k
k nSC x x x  (k=1,2, …, 

K)  , where K is the number of SC, ( )k
ix  is the ith pixel vector in 

the kth SC and nk is the number of pixel vectors in the kth SC. 
The construction process of SC is described in Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1  Superpixel Chunklets Construction 
Input:  
    Hyperspectral data set X={x1, x2, …, xL} 

Output: 
    Superpixel chunklets set ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2{ , , , }= 
k

k k k
k nSC x x x  

Procedure: 

1. Segmentation base image generation. 

· Principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to 
HSI to obtain the first three principal components; 

· Combination the first three principal components is 
used for generating the segmentation base image. 

2. Superpixel map and superpixels generation. 

· Superpixel map generation: A graph is constructed 
on the segmentation base image. An objective 
function is defined consisting of the entropy rate of a 
random walk on the graph and a balancing term for 
obtaining compact, homogeneous, and balanced 
superpixels. By using an iterative greedy algorithm 
for optimizing the objective function, a subset of 
edges in the graph is selected resulting in a 
superpixel map S [42] in which the base image is 
oversegmented into different homogeneous regions. 

· Superpixels generation: The partition of map S refers 
to a division of all pixels into SN disjoint superpixels, 
i.e., S={ S1, S2,…SSN}, Si∩Sj= ∅ , i≠j. 

3. Construction superpixel chunklets on HSI. 

· The spatial location and the number of pixels ns 

within each superpixel Si can be obtained according 
to the superpixel map S; 

· SN non-overlapping pixel vectors can be extracted 
from the HSI. Then SC can be constructed by 
combining these extracted SN pixel vectors, i.e., SC= 
S, SCk= Sk K = SN, nk = ns. 

 

B. Superpixel Chunklets based Band Criterion 

    The performance of BS methods critically depends on the 
function of the adopted band criterion. The pixels in selected 
bands should have high relevance within the same classes, i.e., 
the variability within same classes should be low. The selected 
bands should have high discrimination capability and low 
redundancy. In RCA, the feature space used for data 
representation can be projected and changed by a global linear 
transformation which assigns large weights to relevant 
dimensions and low weights to irrelevant dimensions. The goal 
of RCA is distance metric learning (DML) and dimensionality 
reduction when data are embedded in a high dimensional space. 
In this paper, two categories of BCs based on the solutions of 
RCA are considered. Each BC contains two criteria: a band 
prioritization criterion (BPC) and a band correlation criterion 
(BCC). The former models the discrimination score of a band 
by a quantitative measure; the latter analyzes spectral 
correlation between bands to select a low redundancy bands 
subset. 
1) Metric learning-based band criterion  (ML-BC) 

    The basic idea of RCA is to identify and down-scale global 

unwanted variability within data for learning a distance metric, 
which can be regarded as learning a whitening transformation 
matrix to assign lower weights to directions having large 
variability. The directions of large variability are mainly due to 
within class changes and are “irrelevant” for the classification 
task. Accordingly, the first band criterion is derived from 
metric learning (ML). As mentioned before, also in [38] ML 
was used. However, the relevant dimensions in the previous 
work are estimated by getting within-chunklet covariance with 
positive constraints, in which only spectrally close and spatially 
nearby pixels are considered without the class concept. For HSI, 
pixels in each SC can be regarded as taken from a local spatial 
region having homogeneous spectral characteristics and 
corresponding to a given class. In order to model the variability 
in homogeneity of land covers and define metric learning-based 
bands criterion (ML-BC), the within-SC covariance matrix can 
be written with SC as follows: 

                   ( ) ( )

1 1

1ˆ ( )( )
knK

k k T
sc i k i k

k isc

C x m x m
N = =

= − −               (1) 

where 
km is mean vector of the k-th SC, 

1=
=K

sc kk
N SC   and 

| · | denotes the cardinality of a set. 
    The object of the whitening transformation is to estimate and 
minimize within-SC covariance of data for making the learned 
metric more effective for classification in new feature space. 
Therefore, the whitening transformation matrix associated with 
the within-SC covariance matrix can be computed as follows: 

                                         ML 1 2ˆ −= scW C                                     (2) 

    In terms of band selection, the selected bands should also 
have low variability in SC. Accordingly, the BPC of each band 
xp based on metric learning (BPCML) is defined as 
                            ML MLBPC ( , ) ( , )=p p p px x W x x                     (3) 

1,2, ,= p L  

The BCC between two different band xi and xj is given by: 
                           ML MLBCC ( , ) ( , )=i j i jx x W x x                     (4) 

, 1,2, , ;= ≠i j L i j  

2) Representation learning-based band criterion  (RL-BC) 
    In the above metric learning process, the obtained whitening 
transformation essentially re-scales variability in all directions 
to equalize them. In this way, dimensions with small total 
variability may cause instability. In order to take this issue into 
account, the other BC needs to be designed for considering the 
within-SC variability and the total variability simultaneously. 
To achieve this goal, these relevant dimensions are estimated 
using SC, and emphasized with small within-SC covariance but 
large total-SC covariance. In this paper, the total-SC covariance 
matrix is defined as follows: 

                        
1

1ˆ ( )( )
scN

T
tsc i i

isc

C x m x m
N =

= − −                       (5) 

where m is the mean vector of all the SC. 
    In this section, the solution of the RCA is derived from 
representation learning (RL) with Fisher theory (or criterion) 
[56], [57], in which an optimal transformation matrix is learned 
by simultaneously maximizing total covariance and minimizing 



within-class covariance. Traditionally Fisher theory is 
computed from fully labeled training data, and falls within 
supervised learning. Therefore, we extend traditionally Fisher 
criterion to the unsupervised pattern with SC in the form of the 
same information theoretic criterion, and employ the following 
optimization function: 

                    
RL

RL T RL

RL

RL RL

ˆ( )
( ) arg max .

ˆ( )Τ
= tsc

W
sc

W C W
J W

W C W
                   (6) 

in which WRL is the optimal solution that can be obtained by 

eigenanalysis of 1ˆ ˆ −⋅tsc scC C , and , 1,2, ,= jw j L is its jth 

column vector, i.e., a generalized eigenvector corresponding to 
the jth largest eigenvalue λ j

in the following generalized 

eigenvalue problem: 

                                  ˆ ˆ ,λ=tsc j j sc jC w C w                               (7) 

in which ˆ
scC is nonsingular.  

    In [58] and [59], eigenanalysis has been suggested and used 
for band selection, but the relationship between eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors was not fully exploited. Tu et al. [60] defined 
the discriminant power of each band by maximizing the Fisher 
linear discriminant (FLD) function with eigenanalysis-based 
criteria, i.e., discrimination determined by the magnitude of 
nonzero eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors 
(discriminant vectors). One of the best known BP criterion is to 
use band variances as a measure of priority of each band, which 
called PCA-based priority score [20], which is formulated as 
variance-based BP criterion [61].    
    In our proposed BP criterion, a loading-factors matrix is 
constructed with the eigenvalues and eigenvectors acquired by 
eigen (spectral) decomposition of WRL. Then the loading factors 
are used to define the discrimination capability of each band. 
Let 

1 2( , , , )λ λ λ λ=  L
 be real and nonzero eigenvalues obtained 

by (8) or (9), and 
1( , , ) ,=  T

j j jLV v v  1,2, , .= j L , their 

corresponding L-dimensional eigenvectors. Based on factor 
analysis, a loading factors matrix can be defined as 

                                                ξ λ=jp j jpv                                          (8) 

, 1,2, ,= j p L  

For the pth band px , the band priority score ρ p
is defined as 

                                               2

1

( )ρ ξ
=

=
L

p jp
p

                                      (9) 

1,2, ,= j L  

and representation learning-based BPC (BPCRL) is formulated 
as 
                                          RLBPC ( , ) ρ=p p px x                                 (10) 

1,2, ,= p L  

in which a larger value of ρ p
implies that the pth band has 

better discrimination capability. 
    Meanwhile, the BCC is also derived from the RL-based 

optimization function. For getting the solution and solving the 
maximization of (6), let G be the solution matrix for the 
unconstrained problem that orthogonally diagonalizes both 
within-SC covariance and total-SC covariance, i.e., 

1
ˆ Τ = ΛscGC G , 

2
ˆ Τ = ΛtscGC G , where 

1Λ and
2Λ are diagonal 

matrices. In order to enforce the SC constraints, the matrix 
RL 1 2 1 2 ML

1
ˆ

scW G C W− −= Λ = =  is defined as the optimal solution, 

where RLW is the whitening transformation for learning a new 
data representation (feature space). Therefore, representation 
learning-based BCC (BCCRL) between different bands xi and xj 
is expressed as: 
        RL RL MLBCC ( , ) ( , ) BCC ( , )i j i j i jx x W x x x x= =       (11) 

, 1,2, , ;= ≠i j L i j  

C. Superpixel-based Band Selection Approach 

AP [21] performs the clustering of data based on the measure 
of similarity. The process of clustering in AP consists in finding 
the optimal set of cluster centers, i.e., exemplars for which the 
sum of similarities of each point to its center is maximized. In 
conventional AP, a common choice for similarity is negative 
Euclidean distance (ED). The self-similarity represents the 
prior suitability of data points to be exemplars, and can be 
customized to a specific value for each data point or set to a 
global (shared) value. The AP does not require that the number 
of clusters is prespecified, as it is controlled by setting the 
self-similarity value. In this paper, the developed BPC, i.e., 
BPCML and BPCRL, and BCC, i.e., BCCML and BCCRL, are 
introduced into AP as BM for band selection. The BM can be 
formulated using (12): 

1

BPC( , )
BM( , )

1

BCC( , )

− ⋅ ⋅
= 
 − ≠

=




i j

i j

i j

Ma
SCFTS

x x
x x

i

x
i j

M

x

i

x

n

j

(12) 

1,2, , ; 1,2, ,= = i L j L  

where Max and Min are the maximum and minimum values of 
BPC(xi,xj) (i=j), i.e., the self-similarity of bands; SCFTS (called 
Feature Threshold Scalar with SC) is used to get expected 
spectral bands through setting of an appropriate value; The | . | 
denotes the absolute value of the BCC. The BM is defined in a 
negative domain, i.e., a small value indicates a large similarity. 
By introducing the BPC and BCC into the BM construction 
simultaneously, high-discriminative and low-redundant bands 
subset can be selected and retained. Then the defined BM are 
used in the AP as input measures. 

AP is derived from factor graph in which different types of 
messages need to be propagated. In AP, these messages can be 
reduced to two simple sets, i.e., responsibility r and availability 
a. The two kinds of messages consider different competitions 
that are iteratively updated to achieve the decision of exemplars. 
Let responsibility r(xi,xj) denote the degree of band xj to serve 
as the exemplar for band xi relative to other bands. Let 
availability a(xi,xj) indicate the suitability of choosing band xj as 
exemplar of band xi, taking into account the support from other 



bands. The values of availability a(xi,xj) are initialized to zero, 
i.e. a(xi,xj)=0. The responsibility and availability between two 
bands xj and xj are updated by a max-product algorithm as 
follows: 

( )
( ) ( ){ }

( ){ }
,

min 0, , max 0, ,
,

max 0, ,

≠

≠

  
+ ≠    = 

 =






j j p j
p j i

i j

p j
p j

r x x r x x i j
a x x

r x x i j

(13) 

     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , max , ,
≠

= − +i j i j i p i p
p j

r x x BM x x BM x x a x x     (14) 

where xp is the pth band. 
    This search algorithm often leads to oscillations when 
computing responsibilities and availabilities with simple 
updating rules. In actual applications, damping is commonly 
used to avoid numerical oscillations. The responsibility and 
availability could be damped according to following equations:  

                               
1 1

1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 )

ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 )

α α
α α

+ −

+ −

= + −

= + −

t t t

t t t

R R R

A A A
                        (15) 

where R̂ and Â represent responsibility and availability vectors, 
respectively; α is the factor of damping (which should satisfy 
0.5≤α <1); and t is the number of iterations. Higher values of α 
will lead to slower convergence. 
    For any band xi, a larger sum of a(xi, xj) and r(xi, xj) means a 
greater possibility of band xj to be the final cluster exemplar of 
band xi. Band xi determines its cluster exemplars according to 
the following equation: 

                           ( ) ( ){ }max ,
∈

+ +
j

i j i j
x C

a x x r x x                        (16) 

where C={c1, c2, …, cnc}is the cluster exemplars set, and nc is 
the number of cluster centres. 
    Let us assume that Y={y1, y2, …, yl}, yl∈X, (l<<L) is a 
representative bands subset. The assignment of representative 
bands is done by the final cluster exemplars, i.e., Y = C. 
    In the proposed BS approach, the ML-BC and RL-BC are 
used to determine the BM that is introduced into AP for 
choosing representative bands, and the corresponding two 
superpixel-based BS methods referred to as superpixel metric 
learning-based AP (SML-AP) and superpixel representation 
learning-based AP (SRL-AP). Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the 
proposed superpixel-based BS approach. The procedure of the 
proposed BS scheme is illustrated in detail in Algorithm 2.  

Algorithm 2  Superpixel-based Band Selection 
Input:  
    Hyperspectral data set X ={x1, x2, …, xL} 
    Number of SC, K 
    Feature Threshold Scalar with SC, SCFTS 
Output: 
    Representative band subset Y ={y1, y2, …, yl} (l ≪ L) 
Procedure: 

1. Extend ERS-based superpixel to HSI pixel vector, i.e., 
obtain the ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2{ , , , }= 
k

k k k
k nSC x x x  (k=1,2, …,K). 

2. Estimate the variability of SC, i.e., calculate within-SC 
covariance matrix ˆ

scC and total-SC covariance matrix 

ˆ
tscC  using (1) and (5). 

3. Calculate the whitening transformation matrix W with 
the constructed SC. 

1 2ˆ −= scW C  

4. Establish bands criteria, i.e. BPC and BCC: 
· BPC:  

SML-AP - Considering only the variability within 
the SC, the BPC is defined as: 

BPC( , ) ( , )=p p p px x W x x  

SRL-AP - Considering the total variability of bands, 
BPC is calculated by integrating the eigenanalysis, 
i.e., diagonalize 1ˆ ˆ −⋅tsc scC C  to find L real and nonzero 

eigenvalues and their corresponding L-dimensional 
eigenvectors. Then band priority score ρ is 

computed by (8) and (9), and the BPC is defined as 
BPC( , ) ρ=p p px x  

· BCC:  
The BCC is given by (12) 

BCC( , ) ( , )=i j i jx x W x x  

5. Measure similarity BM between bands using (12). 

6. Update responsibility and availability according to   
(13), (14) and (15). 

7. Identify cluster exemplars C by the maximum value of 
the availabilities and responsibilities based on (16), and 
the number of cluster centre nc by SCFTS. 

8. Repeat steps 6-7 until decisions for cluster exemplars 
are unchanged, i.e., cluster boundaries are unchanged 
for some number of iterations. The final representative 
band subset Y = C and the number of bands l = nc can 
be used for HSI classification. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Data Set Description 

    In order to assess the effectiveness of proposed BS method, 
three hyperspectral data sets are used in the experiments. In the 
following, the description of these data sets is given. 

    Indian Pines 92AV3C [62], consists in an image acquired by 
the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) 
sensor over northwest Indiana on 12 June 1992. It is extracted 
from the Indian Pines North-South image and has 145 × 145 
pixels. The original image contains 224 spectral channels with 
a wavelength range from 400–2500 nm with a spatial resolution 
of 20 m. After removing 4 zero and 20 water absorption bands 
(numbered 104–108, 150–163, and 220), it results in a total of 
200 channels. 15 noisy bands (1–3, 103, 109–112, 148–149, 
164–165, and 217–219) are often removed manually in advance 
from this data set [8]. In this paper, these noisy bands are not 
removed on purpose and act as a natural test for the two 
proposed BS methods. Fig. 2 shows a false color composition 
of the image and the map of the available reference labeled data 
for this data set. The data set includes 16 land-cover classes, 
which represent different crop types, vegetation and man-made 
structures with 10,366 ground labeled pixels. 
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Fig. 2. (a) False color composite of image of bands 57, 27, 17; (b) available 
ground truth map (Indian Pines data set). 

    University of Pavia, was collected in 2003 by the Reflective 
Optics System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS-03) (spectral 
coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm) surrounding the urban 
area of the University of Pavia, Italy. This data set has a size of 
610×340 pixels with 115 spectral bands and a very high spatial 
resolution channel (1.3 m per pixel). 12 spectral bands were 
removed from the data set due to noise, obtaining a total of 103 
spectral channels to be used in the experiments. Nine 
land-cover classes are considered in the experiments: trees, 
asphalt, bitumen, gravel, metal sheets, shadow, bricks, 
meadows and bare soil. Fig. 3 shows the false color composite 
image and the available ground truth map of this data set. 
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Fig. 3. (a) False color composite image of bands 102, 56, 31; (b) available 
ground truth map (University of Pavia data set). 

    Pavia Center, was recorded by the ROSIS-03 sensor over the 
centre of Pavia, Italy. The original image has 115 bands of size 
1096 ×1096 with a spatial resolution of 1.3 m per pixel and a 
spectral coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm. 13 most noisy 
channels were removed before experiments. Nine classes of 
interest are present in this image. The color composite of the 
Pavia centre image and the corresponding ground reference 
data are shown in Fig. 4.  
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 Water  Trees  Asphalt  Bricks    Bitumen

Tiles    Shadow  Meadows  Bare soil  
Fig. 4. (a) False color composite image of bands 102, 56, 31; (b) available 
ground truth map (Pavia centre data set). 

B. Design of Experiments 

1) Compared algorithms 
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed superpixel-based 

BS methods, i.e., SML-AP and SRL-AP, five unsupervised 
techniques, including three representative and two AP-based 
methods were compared in the experiments as described below. 

·  ID [16],[17]: All bands are measured by a band prioritiza- 
tion criterion, i.e., non-Gaussianity (NG) [18],[19]. 

·  MVPCA [20]: Maximum variance criterion used to 
prioritize bands. 

·  E-FDPC [25]: The score of each band is computed by 
weighting the normalized local density and the intracluster 
distance obtained by ranking-based clustering method, i.e., 
a fast density-peak-based clustering (FDPC) algorithm. 

·  AP [21]: Negative Euclidean distance and median similarity 
were adopted as similarity measure between two different 
bands and self-similarity, i.e., preference, respectively. 

·  AAP [22]: AP with negative spectral angle mapper (SAM), 
and a fixed number of selected band obtained by an 
exemplar number determination procedure. 

    We also compared the results obtained with those achieved 
by using all of the original bands (Baseline). 

2) Evaluation Indices 
    In the experiments, the following quantitative indices were 
considered in the evaluation of the proposed superpixel-based 
BS methods and reference methods.  

·  Accuracy measures:  
    To ensure an objective and quantitative evaluation process, 
two representative classifiers were implemented, i.e., k-nearest 
neighborhood (k-NN) algorithm and support vector machine 
(SVM). The characteristics and parameter setting of the two 
classifiers are briefly described below. 

k-NN is one of the simplest non-parametric classifiers that 
does not depend on any data distribution assumption [63]. It 
commonly uses the Euclidean distance to measure the 



similarity between a testing sample and the training data in the 
related neighborhood, and assigns the class by a majority 
voting scheme according to the most frequent class label in the 
k-nearest range. k is a positive integer that typically has a small 
value. The k value in our experiment was set to three.  

    SVM is a discriminative model used for classification and 
regression analysis. It is based on statistical learning theory 
developed by Vapnik [64] in which the classification model is 
defined by exploiting the concept of margin maximization. 
SVM do not require an estimation of the statistical distributions 
of classes to carry out the classification task. SVM appear to be 
especially advantageous in solving small training sample and 
nonlinear problems in high dimensional data, and has delivered 
state-of-the-art performance in HSI classification [65], The 
SVM was implemented with radial basis function (RBF) kernel, 
and the parameters C and gamma were optimized through 
tenfold cross validation. 
    For Indian Pines, University of Pavia and Pavia Center data 
sets 20%, 10% and 2% of available ground truth data were 
randomly selected as training set according to the characters of 
ground objects, and remaining samples used as test samples. 
For all data sets, five trials with different training samples were 
carried out to reduce the random effect of results. The overall 
accuracy (OA) and average overall accuracy (AOA) were used 
for analyzing the results. Moreover, also the standard deviation 
(SD) of overall accuracy over the five trials was also reported. 

· Number of selected bands: 
    For the considered three HSI data sets, the desired number of 
bands to be selected is not known a priori. For demonstrating 
the effectiveness of proposed superpixel-based BS approach, 
for each data set we carried out trials with different numbers of 
selected bands (in the range between 5 and 60) for all the 
considered algorithms. 

C. Parameter Setting 

    In the proposed superpixel-based BS approach, three user 
defined parameters, i.e., convergence parameter α, number of 
superpixel chunklets K and feature threshold scalar with SC 
SCFTS should be defined. The setting values and criteria are 
discussed below. 

1) Effect of convergence parameter α 
In AP-based BS methods, the parameter α is introduced to 

avoid oscillations caused by "overshooting" the solution. The 
parameter α should be at least 0.5 and smaller than 1. If the 
algorithm does not converge, the value can be increased, but the 
execution time increases as well. We suggest to fix parameter α 
between 0.8 and 0.9. In our experiments, the α values of AP, 
AAP and the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP were set to 0.9. A 
larger value means a better convergence of AP.  

2) Effect of number of superpixel chunklets K 
To obtain the desired properties of SC (especially the one for 

which every SC should overlap with only one ground object), 
the number of SC is selected based on ground objects 
distribution and structural texture complexness in the three 
considered HSI data sets. A larger number of SC results in SC 
containing few pixels, which causes that SC cannot provide 

enough spatial information for the expected ground objects 
classification, whereas a smaller number of SC easily leads to 
some overlap with multi-ground objects (under segmentation 
errors). According to the characteristics of the Indian Pines, 
University of Pavia, Pavia Center data sets and the properties of 
SC, the ranges of number of SC used are {350, 500, 700}, {350, 
600, 850}, {350, 600, 850} respectively. 

Fig. 5 shows classification accuracy obtained by the 
proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP with different number of SC. 
From this figure, one can observe that the AOA values of the 
proposed BS methods have different behaviors compared to the 
Baseline versus the number of SC. These different trends are 
caused by the different image characteristics and sizes in the 
three considered data sets and are expected and common in 
super-pixel/segmentation based methods. The Indian Pines data 
set contains many large multiple homogeneous regions and few 
of small size. Accordingly, a large number of SC can provide 
higher classification accuracies in this data set. A good and 
stable accuracy was obtained when the number of SC was 500, 
whereas an unstable trend and drop in AOA were observed with 
a number of SC around 700. The University of Pavia data set 
presents complex structures and textures, thus a relative large 
number of SC should be used for maintaining homogeneity 
within the same ground objects. Results show that there is a 
strong fluctuation in AOA values, with more stable and 
accurate results around 600 SC. The Pavia Center data set 
contains many small size ground objects with wider coverage. 
Therefore, a larger value of number of SC is required to better 
reflect spatial information of ground objects. For this data set, 
the AOA provided by the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP are 
relatively high when considering about 850 superpixel 
chunklets. On the basis of this analysis, the number of SC was 
set  to 500 for the Indian Pines data set, to 600 for the 
University of Pavia data set and 850 for the Pavia Center data 
set in the following experiments. 

3) Effect of feature threshold scalar 
    For obtaining the desired number of bands, the SCFTS is 
introduced in the proposed BS methods. The value of SCFTS is 
monotonically related to the number of selected representative 
bands, i.e., relatively small values resulted in the selection of 
many bands, whereas high values leaded to a small number of 
bands in all sampling conditions of the three considered data 
sets (see Fig. 6). As done in other BS techniques, one can run 
SML-AP and SRL-AP several times with different SCFTS 
values searching for the desired number of bands. 

D. Results 

In this section, consistent comparisons among the proposed 
SML-AP and SRL-AP and the other reference methods (i.e., ID, 
MVPCA, E-FDPC, AP, AAP, and Baseline) are presented. The 
AOA values obtained by using all the spectral channels and 
different bands subsets are compared in Fig.7. From this figure, 
one can observe that in most cases the proposed SML-AP and 
SRL-AP resulted in higher AOA compared with the five 
considered BS methods for the same number of selected bands 
on the three data sets.  
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Fig. 5. AOA versus the number of selected bands obtained by proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP with different number of superpixel chunklets. The AOA results 
achieved by using all the spectral channels are also reported (Baseline). (a) k-NN on Indian Pines data set; (b) k-NN on University of Pavia data set; (c) k-NN on 
Pavia Center data set; (d) SVM on Indian Pines data set; (e) SVM on University of Pavia data set; (f) SVM on Pavia Center data set. 
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Fig. 6. Values of parameter SCFTS versus the number of selected bands. (a) 
SML-AP on Indian Pines data set; (b) SRL-AP on Indian Pines data set; (c) 
SML-AP on University of Pavia data set; (d) SRL-AP on University of Pavia 
data set; (e) SML-AP on Pavia Center data set; (f) SRL-AP on Pavia Center 
data set. 

 

    In Indian Pines data set experiments [Fig. 7(a), (d)], one can 
see that the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP produced superior 
results as compared to other considered literature techniques. 
The accuracies obtained with SRL-AP were higher than those 
obtained with SML-AP when the number of selected bands was 
small. However, they did not achieve higher values when more 
bands were selected. In these conditions, the AOA obtained 
with SML-AP increased steadily by increasing the number of 
selected bands. In greater detail, SML-AP obtained an AOA of 
61.42% for the k-NN and of 70.53% for the SVM when 13 and 
17 bands were selected, respectively. These values are higher 
than those achieved by using all 200 bands (60.49% and 
70.22%). However, SRL-AP delivers more stable performance, 
i.e., lower SD than SML-AP by increasing the number of 
selected bands [Fig. 8(a), (d)]. Although the E-FDPC and AAP 
achieved a few times higher classification accuracies than the 
proposed techniques, their performance is unstable. A decrease 
of classification accuracies in E-FDPC and AAP appear by 
increasing the number of selected bands. The MVPCA obtained 
lowest classification accuracy.  
    In University of Pavia data set experiments [Fig. 7(b), (e)], 
the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP exhibited the highest 
accuracy and the lowest SD. The AOA obtained with SML-AP 
at first increased slowly by increasing the number of selected 
bands. Then it sharply growth when the number of selected 
bands was larger than 20. On the contrary, the SRL-AP  
obtained high accuracy with a small number of bands selected. 
One can see that the SRL-AP resulted in AOA values of 
73.98% for the k-NN and 83.42% for the SVM by selecting 9 
and 15 bands, respectively, which are higher than those 



obtained by the baseline (73.41% and 83.32%). The E-FDPC 
and MVPCA obtained several times higher accuracy than the 
proposed methods, but with more selected bands and higher SD. 

The AP and AAP provided similar AOA and growth trend by 
increasing the numbers of selected bands. The ID yielded the 
lowest AOA among the seven considered BS methods. 
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Fig. 7. AOA versus the number of selected bands obtained by the ID, MVPCA, E-FDPC, AP, AAP and the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP methods. The AOA 
results achieved by using all the spectral channels are also reported (Baseline). (a) k-NN on Indian Pines data set; (b) k-NN on University of Pavia data set; (c) k-NN 
on Pavia Center data set; (d) SVM on Indian Pines data set; (e) SVM on University of Pavia data set; (f) SVM on Pavia Center data set. 
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Fig. 8. SD of the ID, MVPCA, E-FDPC, AP, AAP and proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP methods with different selected bands. The SD results achieved by using all 
the spectral channels are also reported (Baseline). (a) k-NN on Indian Pines data set; (b) k-NN on University of Pavia data set; (c) k-NN on Pavia Center data set; (d) 
SVM on Indian Pines data set; (e) SVM on University of Pavia data set; (f) SVM on Pavia Center data set. 

 



    In the Pavia Center data set experiments [Fig. 7(c), (f)], the 
AOA provided by AP-based methods (i.e., the AP, AAP, 
SML-AP and SRL-AP methods) are close to each other and 
always better than the two ranking-based methods (i.e., the ID 
and MVPCA). Similarly to Indian Pines data set, the E-FDPC 
did not increase the accuracies when the number of selected 
bands increased. This is mainly due to the gain in the band 
selection process provided by an efficient message-passing 
scheme. In greater detail, the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP 
can achieve more accurate results than those of Baseline with a 
small number of selected bands (i.e., 11 for the KNN and 9 for 
the SVM) and exhibited relatively stable performances [Fig. 
8(c), (f)]. 

TABLE I 
SELECTED BANDS OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT BAND SELECTION METHODS ON 

INDIAN PINE, UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA AND PAVIA CENTER DATA SETS 

Data sets Methods Selected bands 

Indian Pines 

ID 
168, 169, 173, 174, 172, 178, 181,  

117, 183, 118, 182, 184, 180 

MVPCA  
214, 215, 208, 212, 206, 200, 216,  

205, 195, 197, 194, 219, 183 

E-FDPC 
127, 49, 24, 88, 184, 68, 210, 209,  

211, 208, 171, 213, 207 

AP 
13, 33, 50, 57, 76, 79, 97, 102, 143,  

193, 213, 217, 219 

AAP 
1, 9, 17, 25, 48, 66, 88, 101, 104,  

120, 129, 182, 219 

SML-AP  
64, 181, 13, 31, 145, 74, 53, 88,  

117, 134, 122, 203, 168 

SRL-AP 
80, 145, 100, 130, 75, 124, 19, 178,  

53, 88, 165, 198, 209 

University 
of Pavia 

ID 103, 95, 90, 92, 2, 91, 94, 88, 87 
MVPCA 74, 78, 75, 62, 97, 96, 83, 67, 102 
E-FDPC 55, 93, 18, 32, 82, 90, 84, 66, 81 
AP 13, 24, 39, 52, 58, 63, 75, 90, 93 
AAP 2, 16, 29, 40, 48, 59, 71, 76, 90 
SML-AP  6, 17, 27, 43, 49, 65, 71, 82, 96 
SRL-AP 19, 16, 28, 43, 45, 64, 76, 87, 93 

Pavia Center 

ID 91, 66, 92, 93, 94, 59, 101, 95, 85 
MVPCA 89, 95, 87, 70, 57, 94, 83, 90, 78 
E-FDPC 51, 92, 29, 62, 19, 90, 55, 82, 98 
AP 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 30, 43, 58, 70 
AAP 2, 20, 31, 39, 49, 60, 71, 76, 91 
SML-AP  6, 17, 26, 36, 44, 65, 71, 86, 95 
SRL-AP 11, 46, 38, 14, 25, 58, 76, 87, 98 

     
    Different bands selected by proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP, 
and the compared BS methods for all data sets are reported in 
Table I. Note that the bands selected by the proposed SML-AP 
and SRL-AP, the ID, MVPCA and E-FDPC methods are 
presented in the order of prioritization, whereas those selected 
by the AP and AAP methods are given in the sorted sequence. 
From the comparison of numerical distributions, one can notice 
that the ID and MVPCA selected many adjacent bands on the 
three data sets as they only consider the bands prioritization, 
and the results obtained by k-NN and SVM are consistent with 
each other showing a similar trend. Some bands selected by the 
E-FDPC are still close to each other due to the fact that the 
intracluster distance is not adopted in bands ranking. The bands 
selected by AP and AAP are mostly the same or next to each 
other. In this condition, the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP 
can select more dispersed band subsets, which cover large 

intervals of the spectrum and show high discriminative 
capabilities on the three data sets. On the other hand, for the 
Indian Pines data set, the selected bands of a few BS methods 
(i.e., MVPCA, AP, AAP and SRL-AP) contain noisy bands 
(marked in bold). This points out that some noisy bands may 
contain useful spatial structure information and provide 
discriminative capabilities even if the low quality of spectral 
information may influence the classification performance. 

E. Discussions 

    From the above experimental results on the three considered 
HIS data sets, we can observe that superpixel-based methods 
(i.e., SML-AP and SRL-AP) are almost always superior to the 
other BS methods in terms of the AOA and SD. In this section 
we analyze the effectiveness and applicability of the SML-AP 
and SRL-AP with respect to the considered HSI information 
content and band criterion. 
1) Statistical Test 
    In order to further analyze the results, we focused on the 
relatively highest performance of the proposed SML-AP and 
SRL-AP methods obtained on the three data sets for 
comparison. We used McNemar’s test [66] with variation to 
evaluate the classification results with 13 and 17, 9 and 15, 9 
and 11 selected bands by using k-NN and SVM on Indian Pines, 
University of Pavia and Pavia Center data sets, respectively. 
McNemar’s test is a statistical test based on standardized 
normal test statistic:  

                                      12 21
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where fij refers to the number of pixels correctly classified by 
learner i, but incorrectly by learner j. The difference between 
learners i and j is regarded as statistically significant at 5% level 
of significance if |Z| > 1.96. The results on five trials of the 
McNemar’s test on the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP and on 
other BS methods for the three data sets are shown in Table II. 
One can observe from the table that the proposed SML-AP and 
SRL-AP can always provide more accurate results (Z <-1.96) 
than the spectral BS methods (i.e., the ID, MVPCA, E-FDPC, 
AP, AAP) and comparable with Baseline (|Z| < 1.96) on the 
three considered data sets. Generally, spectral BS methods 
exploit pixelwise processing to chose informative and 
low-redundant bands. By contrast, with the introduced adaptive 
spatial information, the proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP 
methods will benefit from the separation of structured regions, 
and can improve classification performance effectively as also 
proven by the test statistic significance values. The statistical 
differences between SML-AP and SRL-AP are by 9.58 and 
3.91, 6.21 and 30.28, 6.088 and 25.25 when using k-NN and 
SVM on Indian Pines, University of Pavia and Pavia Center 
data sets, respectively. 

2) Applicability 
    The proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP have been analyzed 
with two different types of bands criteria, i.e., ML-BC and 
RL-BC. This sub-section discusses the performances obtained 
with the two different criteria.  
    From Fig. 5, one can observe that SML-AP is not sensitive to 
the number of SC for the three considered data sets. This is 



mainly due to the fact that the ML-BC only considers the within 
SC variability to learn a transformation matrix for establishing 
the band prioritization criterion. For SRL-AP, the number of 
SC has a certain impact on the band selection results for the 
RL-BC learning with a total SC variability via eigen (spectral) 
decomposition. 
    The proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP show different 
advantages on the three HIS data sets. For comparison purpose, 
OA versus the number of selected bands obtained by the 
proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP methods on five trials is given 
in Fig. 9. For Indian Pines data set [see Fig. 9(a), (d)], although 
SRL-AP provided few times the highest accuracy with k-NN, 
SML-AP generally achieved a good and stable performance by 
increasing the number of selected bands. This is motivated by 
the fact that the Indian Pines data set contains indistinguishable 
crops types, i.e., it has high intraclass variability which makes 
the discrimination of land cover more difficult. The SML-AP 
with ML-BC focus on finding spectral bands with low SC 

variance, i.e., low intraclass variability, whereas the SRL-AP 
with RL-BC may emphasize this variability. Complex textures 
and high resolution contained in University of Pavia data set 
result in high intraclass variability and low interclass variability. 
In this condition, SRL-AP is more effective than the SML-AP 
[see Fig. 9(b), (e)]. For the Pavia Center data set [see Fig. 9(c), 
(f)], the classification accuracy provided by the SML-AP and 
SRL-AP increases quickly and is superior to the baseline when 
a small number of bands is selected. However, the accuracy 
obtained by the SML-AP decreases by increasing the number of 
selected bands showing relatively large fluctuations. On the 
contrary, SRL-AP remains relatively stable with small 
fluctuations by increasing the number of selected bands. This 
confirms that the RL-BC with total and within SC variance 
combination can balance the two kinds of variabilities and is 
more suitable than the ML-BC when facing high resolution HSI 
images. 

TABLE II 
MCNEMAR’S TEST BETWEEN PROPOSED SML-AP AND SRL-AP, AND ID, MVPCA, E-FDPC, AP, AAP, BASELINE  

ON INDIAN PINE, UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA AND PAVIA CENTER DATA SETS WITH K-NN AND SVM 

Data sets Methods 
 Z (Trial1) Z (Trial2) Z (Trial3) Z (Trial4) Z (Trial5) 

SML-AP SRL-AP SML-AP SRL-AP SML-AP SRL-AP SML-AP SRL-AP SML-AP SRL-AP

Indian 
Pines 

ID 
k-NN -27.52 -19.33 -22.81 -15.87 -20.57 -13.43 -21.01 -15.02 -25.85 -18.38 
SVM -26.32 -20.80 -26.21 -19.86 -20.63 -20.59 -20.62 -20.00 -21.75 -18.63 

MVPCA 
k-NN -44.14 -38.22 -41.62 -36.75 -40.12 -35.08 -39.18 -35.01 -43.21 -37.86 
SVM -41.02 -37.83 -42.71 -37.55 -35.67 -35.85 -34.08 -33.82 -30.85 -28.50 

E-FDPC 
k-NN -15.51 -3.81 -13.88 -3.92 -11.39 -1.11 -11.27 -2.82 -11.43 -2.27 
SVM -21.21 -13.73 -20.88 -13.30 -16.42 -15.65 -13.46 -13.05 -14.73 -10.50 

AP 
k-NN -17.04 -7.11 -20.08 -11.62 -14.10 -5.42 -15.56 -8.59 -15.97 -8.31 
SVM -18.28 -13.27 -20.67 -13.40 -17.23 -17.23 -19.74 -20.26 -9.15 -5.50 

AAP 
k-NN -27.28 -18.35 -26.44 -19.11 -24.00 -16.62 -24.22 -18.25 -24.86 -17.81 
SVM -12.95 -8.28 -16.89 -9.75 -13.99 -15.06 -19.12 -20.03 -7.39 -3.80 

Baseline 
k-NN -4.05 7.60 -1.76 8.13 -3.76 6.43 -2.24 5.67 -0.50 8.49 
SVM -0.43 5.37 0.06 8.49 -3.32 -3.77 -1.06 -1.96 1.98 6.05 

SML-AP 
vs SRL-AP 

k-NN 11.54 9.88 9.90 7.80 8.80 
SVM 5.60 8.30 0.20 0.80 4.65 

University 
of Pavia 

ID 
k-NN -42.39 -46.85 -66.31 -66.58 -55.29 -54.55 -51.55 -57.65 -57.26 -62.97 
SVM -10.73 -50.02 -8.61 -29.90 -16.09 -32.41 2.46 -12.95 -8.07 -28.07 

MVPCA 
k-NN -3.85 -10.59 -15.08 -16.31 -0.90 -0.12 -7.29 -16.74 -5.15 -13.99 
SVM -0.12 -42.90 3.06 -20.91 -7.83 -24.99 5.02 -11.68 13.42 -7.86 

E-FDPC 
k-NN -2.95 -10.64 -14.82 -16.13 -4.07 -3.40 -2.73 -13.38 -2.85 -12.40 
SVM 6.09 -38.61 10.79 -12.57 14.22 -2.89 18.78 1.34 12.41 -9.78 

AP 
k-NN -5.79 -13.67 -10.15 -11.93 -5.06 -4.70 -6.82 -18.08 -8.87 -19.21 
SVM -4.14 -47.48 -9.68 -33.00 -21.73 -36.73 -19.92 -36.01 2.64 -19.43 

AAP 
k-NN -6.10 -13.45 -12.94 -14.26 -10.02 -9.30 -8.52 -19.01 -9.01 -18.29 
SVM 17.68 -35.98 10.27 -16.20 15.34 -1.59 2.60 -17.17 20.55 -1.46 

Baseline 
k-NN 0.90 -2.08 -1.26 -2.55 5.34 6.16 7.47 -3.95 1.72 -8.51 
SVM 38.29 -3.51 34.18 11.38 21.28 3.55 15.44 -5.31 44.41 -1.24 

SML-AP 
vs SRL-AP 

k-NN -8.07 -1.36 0.90 -11.50 -10.41 
SVM -45.89 -24.41 -18.20 -19.69 -43.21 

Pavia 
Center 

ID 
k-NN -96.03 -96.44 -74.26 -77.74 -66.98 -68.20 -81.15 -83.82 -61.16 -65.46 
SVM -46.33 -72.20 -100.75 -98.52 -53.61 -58.39 -39.51 -48.22 11.47 -53.06 

MVPCA 
k-NN -96.02 -96.64 -65.42 -69.25 -64.95 -66.26 -63.59 -66.71 -55.75 -60.58 
SVM -31.08 -60.77 -83.33 -80.58 -50.36 -55.02 -40.76 -50.75 38.18 -22.08 

E-FDPC 
k-NN -30.06 -31.29 -9.93 -16.10 -12.40 -14.77 -23.50 -27.58 -11.60 -17.72 
SVM 5.29 -38.82 -32.75 -25.34 3.43 -4.83 4.28 -11.20 68.39 -0.49 

AP 
k-NN -12.55 -13.74 6.51 -0.97 10.73 7.64 -13.58 -8.63 -8.34 -13.13 
SVM -4.19 -43.24 -50.20 -46.67 -27.11 -32.89 -5.96 -17.48 59.86 -3.03 

AAP 
k-NN -13.13 -14.56 -11.34 -17.08 -15.09 -16.71 -16.11 -18.89 -17.40 -22.97 
SVM 10.89 -34.89 -55.23 -51.63 2.64 -4.01 9.10 -7.86 65.73 6.62 

Baseline 
k-NN -3.91 -6.37 -2.55 -12.05 0.13 -3.57 1.41 -4.00 11.18 4.13 
SVM 20.29 -25.02 -45.55 -41.32 2.34 -6.24 24.68 10.96 61.71 -24.84 

SML-AP 
vs SRL-AP 

k-NN -2.72 -9.36 -4.14 -5.38 -8.84 
SVM -42.50 10.91 -8.78 -16.67 -69.22 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 9. OA versus the number of selected bands obtained by proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP methods on five trials. The OA results achieved by using all the 
spectral channels are also reported in dot line (a) k-NN on Indian Pines data set; (b) k-NN on University of Pavia data set; (c) k-NN on Pavia Center data set; (d) 
SVM on Indian Pines data set; (e) SVM on University of Pavia data set; (f) SVM on Pavia Center data set. 

3) Execution Time  
    Fig. 10 shows the behavior of the execution time taken from 
the proposed superpixel-based BS approach, i.e., SML-AP and 
SRL-AP with two bands criteria, i.e., ML-BC and RL-BC, 
versus the number of selected bands on all the three considered 
data sets (software is implemented in Matlab with PC 
workstation (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3720QM CPU @ 2.60 GHz, 
2.60 GHz with 16.0 GB of RAM)). The execution time of the 
proposed SML-AP and SRL-AP includes the computational 
cost of respective band criteria and band selection with AP. In 
this figure, navy blue and deep red denote the execution time of 
two bands criteria, i.e., ML-BC and RL-BC; while light blue 
and light red are the execution time of band selection in AP. 
    As expected, the computational times required by the 
ML-BC and RL-BC are larger than those required by band 
selection with AP and are proportional to the size of considered 
data set. The times taken by RL-BC were slightly smaller than 
those required by ML-BC. This is due to the computation 
complexity of the covariance matrix comparable in the two 
bands criteria. By analyzing the figure in greater detail, one can 
see that the execution time of band selection with AP is 
different on the three considered data sets. The execution time 
taken on Indian Pines data set is significant compared with 
those required by University of Pavia and Pavia Center data 
sets when increasing the number of selected bands. This can be 
explained by observing that the cost of discriminative bands 
subset selection is inversely proportional to the discriminability 
of land covers. Moreover, the execution time of the SML-AP 
showed a large variability on the three data sets, whereas the 
SRL-AP exhibits  smooth performances. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

    In this paper, an unsupervised BS approach for HSI that 
exploits spectral and spatial information has been proposed. 
This approach is based on a new type of spectral-spatial 
information defined in terms of SC. By taking full advantage of 
the property of SC, metric learning-based and representation 
learning band criteria are built by learning the concept of the 
optimal RCA to measure bands prioritization and correlation. 
In metric learning-based scheme, the whitening transformation 
of RCA is used to estimate the within-SC covariance in HSI. 
Then, band prioritization and correlation is guided by the 
variability in each SC. In representation learning-based scheme, 
the within-SC variability and the total variability are exploited 
to determine the discrimination capability of each band. With 
the unsupervised extension of Fisher theory, the loading factors 
are constructed by eigen (spectral) decomposition of the 
optimal transformation of RCA for identifying the priority of 
each band and the correlation between any pair of bands. Two 
BCs (i.e., ML-BC and RL-BC) have been established and 
introduced into an AP-based search strategy, deriving two 
superpixel-based BS methods (i.e., SML-AP and SRL-AP). 
    To assess the effectiveness of the proposed superpixel-based 
BS approach, we have compared it with three representative 
and two AP-based methods by using three HSI data sets. The 
experimental results pointed out that the two proposed methods 
i.e., SML-AP and SRL-AP always provide higher accuracies 
and exhibit more stable performances compared to all of the 
considered BS methods. Furthermore, the accuracy results have 
illustrated the applicability of the two proposed BS methods on 
HSI data sets with different characteristics.  
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    In future work, we plan to extend the proposed approach in 
order to take into account the possibility to perform domain 
adaptation when considering feature selection applied to 
different images acquired by the same sensor. 
 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
Fig. 10. Execution time (seconds) taken by the proposed superpixel-based BS 
approach with two bands criteria, i.e., ML-BC and RL-BC versus the number of 
selected bands. (a) SML-AP and SRL-AP on Indian Pines data set; (b) SML-AP 
and SRL-AP on University of Pavia data set; (c) SML-AP and SRL-AP on 
Pavia Center data set. 
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